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SECTION 1
Definitions
The following words and terms, when used within this document, shall have the following
meaning unless otherwise indicated:
Claim - To submit a purported winning On-Line Game Ticket and completed Claim Form
to a Lottery Claims Center for processing of a claim for payment.
Claim Form - The printed form authorized and provided by the Department that a
Claimant shall complete and submit to the Department when claiming a prize.
Claimant - A player who has submitted a purported valid Claim for payment within the
required time frame.
Department - The Illinois Department of Lottery.
Director - The Director of the Department.
Drawing - The procedure by which the Department, or in the case of a multi-jurisdiction
game, the authorized designee, randomly selects Winning Combinations of numbers,
letters, characters, words, or symbols in accordance with the rules of the game as set
forth in the rules of the specific On-Line Game being played and the Drawing procedures
for the specific game.
Internet Game Ticket - A lottery ticket purchased via the internet or mobile app, including
Subscription Plans, bearing player or computer selected numbers, type of wager, Drawing
date, amount of wager, and validation data. Subscription Plans are considered to be
Internet Game Tickets for purposes of Sections 2.2(b), 2.3, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 herein.
Internet Lottery Player Account or Player Account- An account established by a
Registered Internet Lottery Player to receive payment for any prizes won in connection
with an Internet Purchase, up to $600.00 and to access information about his or her
account, including, but not limited to the transaction history of purchases, winnings and
prize redemptions.
Internet Purchase - A purchase of an Internet Game Ticket or Subscription Plan.
Lottery, Illinois Lottery or State Lottery - The Department of the Lottery charged with
establishing and operating the lottery or lotteries authorized by the Lottery Law.
Lottery Central Lottery Law - The Illinois Lottery Law, 20 ILCS 1605 et seq., as amended.

Lottery Claims Center - A Lottery office or other authorized location where purported
winning tickets may be claimed, or in certain circumstances Redeemed.
Lottery Rules s administrative rules codified at 11 Illinois
Administrative Code Parts 1700 and 1770, as amended.
On-Line Game - A lottery game which utilizes a computer system to administer plays,
the type of game, and amount of play for a specified Drawing date, and in which a player
either selects a combination of numbers or allows a number selection by a random
number generator operated by the computer, referred to as Quick Pick. The Department,
or in the case of a multi-jurisdiction game, the authorized designee, will conduct a Drawing
to determine the Winning Combination(s) in accordance with the rules of the specific
game being played and the Drawing procedures for the specific game.
On-Line Game Rules

The rules as set forth in this document.

On-Line Game Ticket - A Retail On-Line Game Ticket or Internet Game Ticket.
On-Line Retailer - A person permitted by a license issued by the Director to sell Retail
On-Line Game Tickets to the public, by an across-the-counter transaction at a specified
point of sale at a specifically licensed location.
Pari-Mutuel - The total amount of sales allocated to pay Valid Winning Tickets at a
designated prize level, divided among the number of winning On-Line Game Tickets for
that prize level.
Play Slip - An optically readable card issued by the Department for use in making
selections for one or more On-line Game plays. A Play Slip has no pecuniary value and
shall not constitute evidence of ticket purchase or of numbers selected.
Private Manager - The company, and any permitted successor company, awarded a
contract for the operation of the sales and marketing functions of the Illinois Lottery
pursuant to Section 9.1 of the Lottery Law.
Prize Amount - The amount of money payable to each Valid Winning Ticket in a prize
category, the annuitized future value of each winning panel in a prize category, or the net
present cash value of each winning panel in a prize category for each On-Line Game
Drawing. Prize amounts are calculated by dividing the Prize Category Contribution, the
annuitized future value of the Prize Category Contribution, or the net present cash value
of the Prize Category Contribution by the number of winning panels determined for the
Prize Category.
Prize Category - The matching combinations of numbers and their corresponding prize
levels as described in the rule for the specific game being played.
Prize Category Contribution - Refers to contribution for each Drawing to each Prize
Category.

Prize Pool - The total amount of money available for prizes as a percentage of the total
sales for the current draw period.
Quick Pick - A player option in which random number selections are generated by the
computer.
Redeem - To surrender a Valid Winning Retail On-Line Game Ticket to an On-Line
Retailer for immediate cash payment of the Prize, or to a Lottery Claims Center for
immediate payment by check if permitted by Lottery Law, Lottery Rules, and Illinois Law
generally.
Registered Internet Lottery Player - An individual who has successfully established an
Internet Lottery Player Account after registering through the Lottery's web portal or mobile
app, establishing the requisite age, location and other eligibility requirements.
Retail On-Line Game Ticket - An On-Line Game Ticket, produced on official paper stock
by an On-Line Retailer or the Department in an authorized manner, bearing player or
computer selected numbers, type of wager, Drawing date, amount of wager, and
validation data.
Subscriber - An individual that has subscribed to play the same number selections for a
period of one or more consecutive Drawings for a particular game being played as
specified in the specific game rule and that has satisfied the age, location, and eligibility
requirements for a Subscription Plan.
Subscription Plan - A plan by which a player may subscribe to play the same number
selections for a period of one or more consecutive Drawings for a particular game being
played as specified in the specific game rule. Subscription Plans are considered to be
Internet Game Tickets for purposes of Sections 2.2(b), 2.3, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 herein.
Terminal -line computer hardware through
which player selections or Quick Pick selections are entered and by which Retail On-Line
Game Tickets are generated and Claims are validated.
Ticket Bearer - The person who has signed the On-Line Game Ticket or who has
possession of an unsigned On-Line Game Ticket.
Valid Winning Ticket A Retail On-Line Game Ticket or Internet Game Ticket, as
referenced either collectively or individually, which meets all specifications and validation
requirements and entitles the holder to a specific Prize Amount.
Winning Numbers or Combination - One or more numbers, letters, characters, words,
or symbols randomly selected by the Department, or in the case of a multi-jurisdiction

SECTION 2
On-Line Game Rules (General)
2.1 Price of Tickets.
(a)
The purchase price of each On-line Game Ticket shall be as set forth in
the rules of the specific game being played.
(b)
The Director may authorize the sale of any On-Line Game Ticket at a
discount for promotional purposes.
2.2 Sale of Tickets.
(a)
The sale of On-Line Game Tickets may be conducted only by such Illinois
business locations as the Director shall contract with and license pursuant to Lottery
Rules (relating to ticket sales agents) and approve for On-Line Game sales (On-Line
Retailers). Additionally, the Director may assign such personnel of the Department or of
the Private Manager, as may be appropriate, to sell tickets to the public, as contemplated
by the Lottery Law and/or 11 Illinois Administrative Code Section 1770.30, Special
Licenses.
(b)
Internet Game Tickets and Subscription Plans are available for Internet
Purchase by individuals who have a legal residence in the State of Illinois, are 18 years
or older and located within the State of Illinois at the time Internet Game Tickets or
Subscription Plans are purchased. To purchase Internet Game Tickets and Subscription
. Upon completion of a transaction
to purchase Internet Game Tickets or Subscription Plans, players shall receive an
electronic record of purchase. Neither the electronic record of purchase, any virtual ticket
or facsimile thereof, nor any other confirmation of purchase of an Internet Game Ticket or
Subscription Plans shall constitute bearer instruments.
A Valid Winning Internet Game Ticket is deemed to be owned by the registered owner of
the Internet Player Account from which the Valid Winning Internet Game Ticket is
purchased. The purchaser of an Internet Game Ticket has the sole responsibility for
verifying the accuracy and condition of the data at the time of the Internet Purchase.
(c)
Except for Internet Purchases as described in Section 2.2(b), purchasers may
submit a completed Play Slip to an On-Line Retailer in order to have issued a Retail OnLine Game Ticket. Play Slips shall be available at no cost to the purchaser and shall have
no pecuniary or prize value, or constitute evidence of purchase or number
selections. Except for Internet Purchases as described in Section 2.2(b), the use of
mechanical, electronic, computer generated or any other non-manual method of marking
Play Slips is prohibited.
(d)

Purchasers may make their selections to have issued a Retail On-Line Game

Ticket either by:
1. using a player operated sales terminal (POST);
2. using a Play Slip;
3. requesting a Quick Pick; or
4. requesting an On-Line Retailer to manually enter their number selections.
2.3

Ticket Responsibility.

(a)
The purchaser of a Retail On-Line Game Ticket has the sole responsibility
for verifying the accuracy and condition of the data printed on the ticket at the time of
purchase from an On-Line Retailer. The purchaser of an Internet Game Ticket or
Subscription Plan has the sole and exclusive responsibility for verifying the accuracy and
condition of the data at the time of the Internet Purchase.
(b)
Except as described in Section 2.2(b) with respect to Internet Purchases, a
Retail On-Line Game Ticket matching all game play, serial number and other validation
data residing in the Lottery's On-line gaming system computer shall be the only valid proof
of the wager placed and the only valid receipt for Claiming or Redeeming any prize,
except as provided in the Lottery Rules.
(c)
A Valid Winning Retail On-Line Game Ticket is deemed to be owned by the
Ticket Bearer. In the event more than one name appears on the back of a Valid Winning
Ticket, the named individuals will be considered joint owners of the ticket and be required
to complete an Illinois or federal form 5754 establishing specific levels of ownership in the
prize. Unless additional documentation is required by Section 190 of the Lottery Rules
(11 Ill. Adm. Code 1770.190), the prize shall then be divided among the named individuals
in accordance with the form 5754. For prizes of $25,000 or less, ticket ownership may
be relinquished to one of the individuals named on the ticket back, provided that the other
named individual(s) give up ownership interest in the ticket in writing, in the presence of
a notary public.
(d)
The Lottery shall not be responsible for lost or stolen Retail On-Line Game
Tickets unless otherwise provided in the Lottery Rules.
(e)
The Lottery shall not be responsible to the player for Retail On-Line Game
Tickets Redeemed in error by an On-Line Retailer.

2.4

Drawings.

(a)
The objective of Drawings shall be to select at random, the On-Line Game
Winning Numbers, pursuant to the controls and methods defined by the Lottery or, in the
case of Mega Millions and Powerball, pursuant to the controls and methods defined by
the lottery hosting the Drawing and by the Mega Millions party lotteries and Multi-State
Lottery Association.
(b)
Except for Drawings for Mega Millions and Powerball, On-Line Game
Drawings shall be conducted using a digital draw system at the times determined by the
Director and publicly announced by the Department.
(c)
Drawings for Mega Millions (including Megaplier) and Powerball (including
Power Play) shall be conducted at times and locations determined by the Mega Millions
party lotteries and the Multi-State Lottery Association, respectively.
2.5 Play Restrictions.
(a)
On-Line Game tickets may only be sold to persons 18 years of age or older,
providing such persons are not:
1.
Any member of the Lottery Control Board, officer, or person
employed by the Board or by the Department; employees of any TV station
from which lottery Drawings originate who are directly involved in the
production of Drawing telecasts including floor director, camera operators,
stage hands, character generator operators, air control technicians,
announcer and performer for each telecast; employees of any advertising
agency or public relations agency or any consultant employed by the
Department who are directly involved in a Lottery engagement; employees
of audit firms performing on site contractual audit services with respect to
Department's operations; employees of the Private Manager or any other
vendor of goods or services to the Department or Board which the Director
has stated in rule or contract shall not purchase any tickets as such
purchase may jeopardize the security and integrity of the Lottery.
2.
Any spouse, child, brother, sister or parent residing as a member of
the same household in the principal place of residence of any person
designated in paragraph 1 of this subsection.
3.
Any person whose name is listed on the Illinois Lottery voluntary selfexclusion list as provided in 11 Illinois Administrative Code Section
1770.240, Voluntary Self-Exclusion Program.

2.6

Procedures for Claiming On-Line Game Prizes.
(a)

All purported winning tickets presented for payment to the Lottery or an On-

below.
(b)
Prizes shall be Redeemed or Claimed as follows, effective upon the
determination of prize payouts, for a period of one year from the ticket Drawing date.
1.
On-Line Retailers are authorized and required to make payment of
cash prizes of $600 or less provided the Valid Winning Retail On-Line Game
Ticket is presented within one year from the Drawing date on the individual
Valid Winning Retail On-Line Game Ticket, and such On-Line Retailer has
sufficient funds available for such payment. Holders of an individual Valid
Winning Retail On-Line Game Ticket representing a cash prize of $600 or
less shall be paid by any On-Line Retailer, provided all of the ticket
validation requirements in Section 2.7 hereof have been met, a proper
validation pay ticket has been issued by the On-Line Retailer's Terminal,
and all other procedures have been complied with as outlined in the Lottery
Law, Lottery Rules and these On-Line Game Rules and any amendments
or addenda thereto.
2.
Within one year from the date of the Drawing, holders of an individual
Valid Winning Retail On-Line Game Ticket representing a cash prize of
$25,000 or less may present their ticket to any official Lottery Claims Center
to be validated and Redeemed. Where the individual tickets are identical
wagers, required to be combined for tax reporting and withholding
purposes, the aggregate Prize Amount may not exceed $25,000 on a single
check.
3.
Holders of any Valid Winning Retail On-Line Game Ticket that is
eligible for payment by an On-Line Retailer or by a Lottery Claims Center
may also mail the ticket(s) and a properly completed Claim Form to Lottery
Central. The Claim Form and tickets must be received at Lottery Central
within one year of the date of the Drawing. The ticket(s) will be validated at
Lottery Central and any prize(s) due will be paid at a later time by State of
Illinois warrant.
4.
Holders of an individual Valid Winning Retail On-Line Game Ticket
representing a cash prize of more than $25,000 but less than $1,000,000,
must mail a properly completed Claim Form and ticket(s) to Lottery Central
or hand deliver the properly completed Claim Form and ticket(s) to a Lottery
Claims Center, where the Claim Form and ticket(s) must be received within
one year from the date of the Drawing. The ticket(s) will be validated at
Lottery Central and any prize(s) due will be paid at a later time by State of
Illinois warrant.

5.
Prizes of $1,000,000 or more may be Claimed only at Lottery Central
or a Lottery Claims Center, unless an alternate site is mutually agreed upon
by the Department and the Ticket Bearer. Such prize Claims shall be made
on a date and at a time mutually agreed to by the Claimant and the
Lottery. The Valid Winning Retail On-Line Game Ticket and a properly
completed Claim Form must be surrendered to Lottery staff at the
designated Claim location within one year from the date of the
Drawing. The ticket will be validated at Lottery Central and any prize due
will be paid at a later time by State of Illinois warrant.
(c)
In the event that a single Retail On-Line Game Ticket contains two (2) or
more winning panels, the cumulative Prize Amount shall be Claimed or Redeemed in
accordance with the above specified prize payment limits.
(d)
In the event a player wins a prize in connection with a multi-draw ticket, the
prize won may be Redeemed or Claimed immediately or held for later redemption during
the Claim period set forth in these rules. If the prize is Claimed or Redeemed immediately
and Drawings remain on the ticket, an exchange ticket will be issued to the player. In the
event a player wins an EZmatch prize in connection with a Lucky Day Lotto ticket, the
EZmatch prize won may be Redeemed or Claimed immediately or held for later
redemption during the Claim period set forth in these rules. If the EZmatch prize is
Claimed or Redeemed immediately and Lucky Day Lotto Drawings remain on the ticket,
an exchange ticket for Lucky Day Lotto will be issued to the player.
(e)
(1)Validated prizes up to $600 won by a player as a result of an Internet
Purchase will be posted automatically to the Internet Lottery Player Account with no
action required by the player. Prizes in excess of $600 will be submitted to the
Department for verification and the Department shall require the player to complete a
Claim Form which must be sent to Lottery Central for processing. The player must
complete the Claim Form within one (1) year after the date of the Drawing or the prize will
be unclaimed.
(2)
Validated prizes between $600.01 and $25,000 won by a player as a result of an
Internet Purchase will be paid by the Department after the Department completes its
verification procedures if permitted by Lottery Law, Lottery Rules, and Illinois Law
generally.
(3)
Validated prizes between $25,000 and $1,000,000 won by a Player as a result of
an Internet Purchase will be paid at a later time by State of Illinois warrant.
(4)
Prizes of $1,000,000 or more won by a player as a result of an Internet Purchase
may be Claimed at Lottery Central or a Lottery Claims Center, unless an alternate site is
mutually agreed upon by the Department and the Ticket Bearer. Such prize Claims shall
be made on a date and at a time mutually agreed to by the Claimant and the Lottery. A
properly completed Claim Form must be surrendered to Lottery staff at the designated
Claim location within one year from the date of the Drawing. Any prize due will be paid
at a later time by State of Illinois warrant.

(f)
The payment of prizes to those persons who may die before receiving any
or all of a particular prize shall be paid in accordance with Section 13 of the Lottery Law
(20 ILCS 1605/13) (relating to prizes payable after death of a prize winner).
(g)
The Lottery shall be discharged of any and all liability after payment of
prizes as provided in Section 13 of the Lottery Law (relating to discharge of State liability
upon payment).
(h)
All prizes shall be subject to tax withholding, offsets, and other withholdings
as provided by law.
(i)

On-Line Game prizes shall not be paid to any of the following persons:

1.
Any member of the Lottery Control Board, officer, or person
employed by the Board or by the Department; employees of any TV station
from which lottery Drawings originate who are directly involved in the
production of Drawing telecasts, including floor director, camera operators,
stage hands, character generator operators, air control technicians,
announcer and performer for each telecast; employees of any advertising
agency or public relations agency or any consultant employed by the
Department who are directly involved in a Lottery engagement; employees
of audit firms performing on site contractual audit services with respect to
Department's operations; employees of the Private Manager or any other
vendor of goods or services to the Department or Board which the Director
has stated in rule or contract shall not be paid prizes as such payment may
jeopardize the security and integrity of the Lottery.
2.
Any spouse, child, brother, sister or parent residing as a member of
the same household in the principal place of residence of any person
designated in paragraph 1 of this subsection.
3.

Persons younger than 18 years old.

4.
Any person whose name is listed on the Illinois Lottery voluntary selfexclusion list as provided in 11 Illinois Administrative Code Section 1770.240,
Voluntary Self-Exclusion Program.
2.7

Validation Requirements.

(a)
In order to be a Valid Winning Retail On-Line Game Winning Ticket, all of
the following conditions must be met:
1.
The validation data must be present in its entirety, be legible, and
correspond, using the computer validation file, to the number selections
printed on the ticket for the Drawing date(s) and, if applicable, Drawing time,
printed on the ticket. The ticket must have been produced prior to the
Drawing.

2.

The ticket must be sufficiently intact to permit validation;

3.
The ticket must not be intentionally mutilated, altered, reconstituted,
or tampered with in any manner;
4.
The ticket must not be counterfeit or forged, in whole or in part, or an
exact duplicate of another winning ticket;
5.
The ticket must have been issued by an authorized On-Line Retailer,
the Department, or Private Manager in an authorized manner on official
paper stock;
6.

The ticket must not have been stolen or canceled;

7.
The ticket must be submitted for payment in accordance with Section
2.6 above;
8.
The ticket data must have been recorded on the central computer
system prior to the Drawing and the ticket data must match this computer
record in every respect.
9.
The player or computer number selections, validation data and, if
applicable, the Drawing date(s) and time of an apparent winning ticket must
appear on the official file of winning tickets, and a ticket with that exact data
must not have been previously paid;
10.
The ticket must not be mis-registered, defectively printed or printed
or produced in error to an extent that it cannot be processed by the Lottery;
11.
The ticket must pass all other confidential security checks of the
Lottery;
12.
In submitting a Retail On-Line Game Ticket for validation, the player
agrees to abide by applicable laws, including but not limited to the Lottery
Law, Lottery Rules, these On-Line Game Rules, Illinois Law generally, as
well as policies, directives, instructions, conditions, procedures, and final
decisions of the Director;
13.
There must not be any other breach of these On-Line Game Rules
in relation to the ticket which, in the sole determination of the Director,
justifies disqualification.
14.
The Department has the discretion, but is not required to pay the
prize for a ticket that is partially mutilated or not intact if the ticket can still
be validated by other validation requirements.
(b)
In order to be a Valid Winning Internet Game Ticket, the following conditions
must be met:
1

1.
The validation data must be present in its entirety and must
correspond, using the computer validation file, to the number selections
printed on the ticket for the Drawing date(s) and, if applicable, Drawing time,
printed on the ticket.
2.

The ticket must not have been canceled;

3.
The ticket must be submitted for payment in accordance with Section
2.6 above;
4.
The ticket data must have been recorded on the central computer
system prior to the Drawing and the ticket data must match this computer
record in every respect.
5.
The player or computer number selections, validation data and, if
applicable, the Drawing date(s) and time of an apparent winning ticket must
appear on the official file of winning tickets, and a ticket with that exact data
must not have been previously paid;
6.
The ticket must not be mis-registered or produced in error to an
extent that it cannot be processed by the Lottery;
7.
The ticket and the Internet Purchase thereof must pass all other
confidential security checks of the Lottery;
8.
The player agrees to abide by applicable laws, including but not
limited to the Lottery Law, the Lottery Rules, these On-Line Game Rules,
Illinois Law generally, as well as policies, directives, instructions, conditions,
procedures, and final decisions of the Director;
9.
There must not be any other breach of these Rules in relation to the
ticket which, in the sole determination of the Director, justifies
disqualification.
(c)
An On-Line Game Ticket submitted for validation which fails any of the
preceding validation conditions shall be considered void, subject to the following
determinations:
1.
In all cases of doubt, the determination of the Department shall be
final and binding; however, the Department may, at its option, replace an
invalid ticket with a ticket of equivalent sales price from any current Lottery
game;
2.
In the event a defective ticket is purchased or in the event the
Department determines to adjust an error, the sole and exclusive remedy
shall be the replacement of such defective or erroneous ticket(s) with a ticket
of equivalent sales price from any current Lottery game;
1

3.
In the event a ticket is not paid by the Department and a dispute
occurs as to whether the ticket is a Valid Winning Ticket, the Department
may, at its option, replace the ticket as provided in paragraph 1 of this
subsection. This shall be the sole and exclusive remedy of the holder of the
ticket;
4.
Any ticket holder, who disputes a final validation decision of the
Department, may seek review before a hearing officer pursuant to Section
(11 Ill. Admin. Code 1700 et seq.), the Director will review the
recommendation of the hearing officer and, if applicable, the Lottery Control
Board, and issue a final decision regarding the dispute. Any party adversely
affected by a final decision or order of the Director may obtain judicial review
Law (735 ILCS 5/Article III).
2.8

Unclaimed Prize Money.

(a)
Prize monies allocated for the payment of Valid Winning Tickets shall be
retained by the Director for payment to the ticket holder entitled thereto, with respect to
On-Line Game Tickets purchased from On-Line Retailers. In the event no Claim or
redemption is made within one (1) year of the applicable Drawing date on the ticket, any
remaining prize monies shall be paid out of the State Lottery Fund and used for purposes
otherwise provided for in accordance with Section 19 of the Lottery Law (20 ILCS
1605/19) (relating to unclaimed prize money).
(b)
Prize monies for winning Internet Game Tickets, shall be paid as set forth
in Section 2.6(e) of these On-Line Game Rules (relating to procedures for Claiming Online prizes relating to Internet Game Tickets and Subscription Plans). In the event no
Claim or redemption is made within one (1) year of the applicable Drawing date on the
ticket, any remaining prize monies shall be paid out of the State Lottery Fund and used
for purposes otherwise provided for in accordance with Section 19 of the Lottery Law (20
ILCS 1605/19) (relating to unclaimed prize money).
2.9

Governing Law.

(a)
In purchasing a ticket, the player agrees to comply with and abide by
applicable laws, including without limitation, the Lottery Law, the Lottery Rules, these OnLine Game Rules, Illinois Law generally, as well as policies, directives, instructions,
conditions, procedures, and final decisions of the Director, and all procedures established
by the Director for the conduct of On-Line Games. Additionally, in purchasing a ticket
issued for Mega Millions or Powerball, the player agrees to comply with and be bound by
all applicable statutes, administrative rules and regulations, and procedures of the party
lottery of the state in which the ticket is purchased, and by directives and determinations
of the director of that party lottery. Additionally, the player shall be bound to all applicable
nance and
Operations Procedures. The player agrees, as its sole and exclusive remedy, that
claims
1

arising out of a Mega Millions ticket can only be pursued against the party lottery of ticket
purchase. Litigation, if any, shall only be maintained within the state in which the Mega
Millions ticket was purchased and only against the party lottery that issued the ticket.
Nothing in this rule shall be construed as a waiver of any defense or claim the Lottery
may have in the event a player pursues litigation against the Illinois Lottery, its officers,
or employees. In purchasing a ticket issued for Powerball or Mega Millions, the purchaser
agrees to comply with and abide by all applicable laws, rules, regulations, procedures,
and decisions of the selling lottery where the ticket was purchased.
(b)
If a name and address is contained on the ticket, the person so named shall,
for all purposes, be considered to be the owner of the ticket. All number selections or
other information appearing on the ticket shall be deemed as given exclusively by the
owner.
(c)
All final decisions made by the Director following the administrative hearing
process provided by 11 Illinois Administrative Code 1700 et seq., including the declaration
of prizes and the payment thereof and the interpretation of the Lottery Law and Lottery
Rules, shall be final and binding on all players and on every person making a claim in
respect thereof. Any party adversely affected by a final decision or order of the Director
may obtain judicial review as
Administrative Review Law (735 ILCS 5/Article III).
(d)
In case of a conflict or contradiction between or among the statutes and
rules governing the On-Line Games, the statutes and rules control in the following order
of precedence: 20 ILCS 1605, Lottery Law; Title 11 Illinois Administrative Code Part 1770
Lottery (General), and these On-Line Game Rules.
[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]
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SECTION 3
Pick 3 Game
3.1
Pick 3. The Director is
Director may issue further directives for the conduct of Pick 3 that are consistent with this
Section. Pick 3 awards prizes to Ticket Bearers matching a three-digit number from 000
through 999, or a designated combination thereof, with the three-digit Pick 3 Winning
Number randomly selected using a digital draw system during the scheduled Drawing(s).
3.2

Plus FIREBALL.

The plus FIREBALL option is an add-on to Pick 3. Players who select the plus FIREBALL
option pay, for each game panel played, a cost equal to the Pick 3 base wager, thereby
doubling the purchase, to get an extra number drawn at random and improve the chances
of winning prizes. The choice to play plus FIREBALL applies to all panels played on the
Play Slip. Players cannot apply the option to individual panels on a Play Slip. The digital
draw system will select one number from t zero (0) through nine (9). For Pick 3, the
number drawn (the plus FIREBALL number) may replace any one of the three (3)
numbers drawn to create winning plus FIREBALL combinations (winning Pick 3
combinations, the player wins plus FIREBALL. If the plus FIREBALL number is the same
as one of
FIREBALL prize. The plus FIREBALL prize that will be awarded will be all winning plus
FIREBAL

3.3

Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used within this document, shall have the following
meaning unless otherwise indicated.
(a)
Pick 3 Back Pair Wager - A two-digit number wager designed to match, in
exact order, the last two digits of the Pick 3 Winning Number for a specified
Drawing. Example: "Xl2".
(b)
Pick 3 Front Pair Wager - A two-digit number wager designed to match, in
exact order, the first two digits of the Pick 3 Winning Number for a specified
Drawing. Example: "l2X".
(c)
Pick 3 Six-Way Box Wager - A three-digit number wager in which all digits
are unique, designed to match, in any order, the Pick 3 Winning Number for a specified
Drawing. Example: "123", no repeated digits.
(d)
Pick 3 Six-Way Combo Wager - A three-digit number wager in which all
digits are unique, designed to match, in any order, the Pick 3 Winning Number for a
1

specified Drawing. The Six-Way Combo wager costs six times more than a conventional
Straight wager, but pays at the Straight prize rate regardless of draw order. Example:
"123", no repeated digits.
(e)
Pick 3 Six-Way Straight/Box Wager - A three-digit number wager costing a
minimum of $1.00 in which all digits are unique, designed to match, in any order, the Pick
3 Winning Number for a specified Drawing, but which pays at both the 50¢ Straight and
Six-Way Box prize rates if the draw order is exact or pays at the 50¢ Six-Way Box prize
rate if the draw order is different. Example: "123", no repeated digits.
(f)
Pick 3 Straight Wager - A three-digit number wager designed to match, in
exact order, the Pick 3 Winning Number for a specified Drawing.
(g)
Pick 3 Three-Way Box Wager - A three-digit number wager in which two of
the three digits are alike, designed to match, in any order, the Pick 3 Winning Number for
a specified Drawing. Example: "122", one repeated digit.
(h)
Pick 3 Three-Way Combo Wager - A three-digit number wager in which two
of the three digits are alike, designed to match, in any order, the Pick 3 Winning Number
for a specified Drawing. The Three-Way Combo wager costs three times more than a
conventional Straight wager, but pays at the Straight prize rate regardless of draw
order. Example: "122", one repeated digit.
(i)
Pick 3 Three-Way Straight/Box Wager - A three-digit number wager costing
a minimum of $1.00 in which two of the three digits are alike, designed to match, in any
order, the Pick 3 Winning Number for a specified Drawing, but which pays at both the 50¢
Straight and Three-Way Box prize rates if the draw order is exact or pays at the 50¢
Three-Way Box prize rate if the draw order is different. Example: "122", one repeated
digit.
(j)
Pick 3 Winning Number - A three-digit number, from 000 through 999,
randomly selected at each Pick 3 Drawing which shall be used to determine the winning
plays contained on Pick 3 Internet Game Tickets and Retail On-Line Game Tickets.
.
(k)
Pick 3 Play Slip - A machine-readable form having five (5) panels, each
containing ten (10) areas numbered zero (0) through nine (9), and having each panel
identified by an alpha character: A through E or an internet virtual form for Subscription
Plans, each used in purchasing a Pick 3 ticket. The Pick 3 Play Slip further offers the
player the option of selecting the midday or evening Drawing; 50¢ or $1.00 play; Straight,
Box, Straight/Box, Combo, Front Pair and Back Pair wager; the plus FIREBALL option.
(l)
Plus FIREBALL Winning Combination A three-digit number, from 000
through 999, randomly selected at each Pick 3 Drawing, and a one-digit number (the plus
FIREBALL number), from 0 through 9, randomly selected immediately after each Pick 3
Drawing, which shall be used to determine the winning plus FIREBALL plays (winning
Pick 3 plays) contained on Pick 3 tickets.
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3.4

Plays and Tickets.

(a)
Pick 3 tickets may be purchased for 50¢, $1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $4.00 or
$5.00 per ticket, or multiples thereof dependent upon wager type and number of draws,
at the discretion of the purchaser. The plus FIREBALL option may be selected for a cost
equal to the Pick 3 base wager, thereby doubling the purchase.
(b)
Pick 3 tickets and any corresponding plus FIREBALL additions, may be
canceled by, and a refund issued to, the purchaser providing such ticket is surrendered
by the purchaser to the selling On-Line Retailer on the same day as the purchase, and if
no Drawing applicable to the ticket has previously been held.
(c)
Pick 3 tickets may, at the purchaser's discretion, if the purchaser orally
conveys the purchase to an On-Line Retailer, be purchased up to seven (7) days in
advance, including the day of purchase. Such purchases may be for up to seven (7)
consecutive midday Drawings, up to seven (7) consecutive evening Drawings, or for
indivi
discretion, if the purchaser submits a completed Pick 3 Play Slip, be purchased up to six
(6) days in advance, including the day of purchase. Such purchases may be for up to six
(6) consecutive midday Drawings, up to six (6) consecutive evening Drawings, or for
individual Drawings within the six (6) day period. Midday and evening wagers may not be
combined on a single ticket. Note - if a ticket is purchased after the Drawing cutoff on the
date of purchase, the maximum number of consecutive midday or evening Drawings on
the ticket will be six (6).
(d)

Pick 3 tickets purchased through Subscription Plans may not be canceled

Plans for those tickets may be deleted by the Lottery and the balance of the Subscription
Plan cost refunded under the following circumstances:
1.
(A) When the Lottery initiates a change to the game matrix,
Drawing schedule or any other element of the game, or another event
occurs which changes the terms and conditions of the contract between the
Subscriber and the Lottery or (B) if a change described in 1 (A) occurs and
the Subscriber notifies the Lottery, in writing, that the new terms and
conditions are not acceptable and requests termination of the Subscription
Plan. Cancellation shall be effective upon deletion of the Subscription Plan
by the Lottery.
2.
When a Subscriber dies during the term of the Subscription Plan and
the authorized representative of the Subscriber's estate requests, in writing,
that the remaining Subscription Plan be canceled.
(d)
A Pick 3 Subscription Plan, available to Subscribers for a pre-determined
number of consecutive Drawings, depending upon the Subscription Plan purchased, shall
be considered a Pick 3 ticket throughout its duration. Plus FIREBALL may be added to
1

purchase, for an additional cost.
(e)

The numbers played on a Pick 3 Subscription Plan may be modified upon
ption Plan has been entered
in the system but the Subscription Plan start date has not yet been reached or if the first
Drawing under the Subscription Plan has not yet occurred. Once a Subscription Plan has
begun, the numbers played on a Pick 3 Subscription Plan may be modified for the balance
of the Subscription Plan due to a matrix change.
3.5

Odds and Prizes.

A person who holds a Valid Winning Ticket for a winning Pick 3 play is entitled to a prize
as shown.
Pick 3
Type of Wager

Odds*

50¢
Play Prize

50¢plus
FIREBALL
Play Prize

$1.00
Play Prize

Straight
Three-way Box
Six-way Box
Three-Way
Combo

1:1000
1:333
1:167
1:333

$250
$80
$40
$250
($1.50)

$100
$30
$15
$100

Six-Way
Combo

1:167

$250
($3.00)

$100

1:1000
1:333 (Box
Only)
1:1000
1:167 (Box
Only)
1:100
1:100

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$25
$25

$10
$10

$500
$160
$80
$500
($3.00
Wager)
$500
($6.00
Wager)
$330
$80 (Box
Only)
$290
$40 (Box
Only)
$50
$50

Three-Way
Straight/Box
Six-Way
Straight/Box
Front Pair
Back pair

$1.00
plus
FIREBALL
Play Prize
$200
$60
$30
$200

Odds* for plus
FIREBALL**

$200

1:56

$130
$30 (Box
Only)
$115
$15 (Box
Only)
$20
$20

1:333
1:111 (Box
Only)
1:333
1:56 (Box
Only)
1:33
1:33

1:333
1:111
1:56
1:111

* Rounded.
**plus FIREBALL gives the player an extra number drawn at random and improves the chances of winning a prize. In the event
the play style, the player will be awarded the Pick 3 base prize and the plus FIREBALL prize for all plus FIREBALL Winning

Because Pick 3 prize payouts are fixed (not Pari-Mutuel), it may be necessary for the
Lottery to restrict wagers on certain number combinations for certain Drawings in order
to ensure the Lottery's ability to pay all prizes won. Such decisions will be made on a
case-by-case basis, based upon potential liability.

SECTION 4
Pick 4 Game
4.1

Pick 4.

further directives for the conduct of Pick 4 that are consistent with this Section. Pick 4
awards prizes to Ticket Bearers matching a four-digit number, from 0000 through 9999,
or a designated combination thereof, with the four-digit Pick 4 Winning Number randomly
selected using a digital draw system during the scheduled Drawing(s).
4.2

Plus FIREBALL.

The plus FIREBALL option is an add-on to Pick 4. Players who select the plus FIREBALL
option pay, for each panel played, a cost equal to the Pick 4 base wager, thereby doubling
the purchase, to get an extra number drawn at random and improve the chances of
winning prizes. The choice to play plus FIREBALL applies to all panels played on the
Play Slip. Players cannot apply the option to individual panels on a Play Slip. The digital
draw system will select one number from zero (0) through nine (9). The number drawn
(the plus FIREBALL number) may replace any one of the four (4) numbers drawn to create
selected numbers match any of the plus FIREBALL combinations, the player wins plus
FIREBALL. If the
will be awarded the Pick 4 base prize and the plus FIREBALL prize. The plus FIREBALL
prize that will be awarded will be all winning plus FIREBALL combinations, as determined

4.3

Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used within this document, shall have the following
meaning unless otherwise indicated.
(a)
Pick 4 Combo Wager - A four-digit number wager, designed to match, in
any order, the Pick 4 Winning Number for a specified Drawing. The Combo wager costs
up to twenty-four times more than a conventional Straight wager (dependent upon the
style of four-digit number wagered), but pays at the Straight rate regardless of draw order.
(b)
Pick 4 Four-Way Box Wager - A four-digit number wager in which three of
the four digits are alike, designed to match, in any order, the Pick 4 Winning Number for
a specified Drawing. Example: "1112", three repeated digits.
(c)
Pick 4 Six-Way Box Wager - A four-digit number wager in which two pairs
of the four digits are alike, designed to match, in any order, the Pick 4 Winning Number
for a specified Drawing. Example: "1122", two pairs.

(d)
Pick 4 Straight Wager - A four-digit number wager designed to match, in
exact order, the Pick 4 Winning Number for a specified Drawing.
(e)
Pick 4 Straight/Box Wager - A four-digit number wager costing a minimum
of $1.00, designed to match, in any order, the Pick 4 Winning Number for a specified
Drawing, but which pays at both the 50¢ Straight and Box prize rates if the draw order is
exact or pays at the 50¢ Box prize rate if the draw order is different. Prize rates are
determined by the style of four-digit number wager selected.
(f)
Pick 4 Twelve-Way Box Wager - A four-digit number wager in which two of
the four digits are alike, designed to match, in any order, the Pick 4 Winning Number for
a specified Drawing. Example: "1123", two repeated digits.
(g)
Pick 4 Twenty-Four-Way Box Wager - A four-digit number wager in which
all digits are unique, designed to match, in any order, the Pick 4 Winning Number for a
specified Drawing. Example: "1234", no repeated digits.
(h)
Pick 4 Winning Number - A four-digit number, from 0000 through 9999,
randomly selected at each Pick 4 Drawing which shall be used to determine the winning
plays contained on Pick 4 tickets.
(i)
Pick 4 Play Slip - A machine-readable form having five (5) panels, each
containing ten (10) areas numbered zero (0) through nine (9), and having each panel
identified by an alpha character: A through E, or an internet virtual form for Subscription
Plans, each used in purchasing a Pick 3 ticket. The Pick 4 Play Slip further offers the
player the option of selecting the midday or evening Drawing; 50¢ or $1.00 play; Straight,
Box, Straight/Box and Combo wager; the plus FIREBALL option.
(j)
Plus FIREBALL Winning Combination - A four-digit number, from 0000
through 9999, randomly selected at each Pick 4 Drawing, and a one-digit number (the
plus FIREBALL number), from 0 through 9, randomly selected immediately after each
Pick 4 Drawing, which shall be used to determine the winning plus FIREBALL plays
(winning Pick 4 plays) contained on Pick 4 Internet Game Tickets and Retail On-Line
Game Tickets.
4.4

Plays and Tickets.

(a)
Pick 4 tickets may be purchased for 50¢, $1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $4.00 or
$5.00 per ticket, or multiples thereof dependent upon wager type and number of draws,
at the discretion of the purchaser. The plus FIREBALL option may be selected for a cost
equal to the Pick 4 base wager, thereby doubling the purchase.
(b)
Pick 4 tickets, and any corresponding plus FIREBALL additions, may be
canceled by, and a refund issued to, the purchaser providing such ticket is surrendered
by the purchaser to the selling On-Line Retailer on the same day as the purchase, and if
no Drawing applicable to the ticket has previously been held.

(c)
Pick 4 tickets may, at the purchaser's discretion, if the purchaser orally
conveys the purchase to an On-Line Retailer, be purchased up to seven (7) days in
advance, including the day of purchase. Such purchases may be for up to seven (7)
consecutive midday Drawings, up to seven (7) consecutive evening Drawings, or for
discretion, if the purchaser submits a completed Pick 4 Play Slip, be purchased up to six
(6) days in advance, including the day of purchase. Such purchases may be for up to six
(6) consecutive midday Drawings, up to six (6) consecutive evening Drawings, or for
individual Drawings within the six (6) day period. Midday and evening wagers may not be
combined on a single ticket. Note - if a ticket is purchased after the Drawing cutoff on the
date of purchase, the maximum number of consecutive midday or evening Drawings on
the ticket will be six (6).
(d)
Pick 4 tickets purchased through Subscription Plans may not be canceled
by the purchaser once entered into the
Plans for those tickets may be deleted by the Lottery and the balance of the Subscription
Plan cost refunded under the following circumstances:
1.
(A) When the Lottery initiates a change to the game matrix,
Drawing schedule or any other element of the game, or another event
occurs which changes the terms and conditions of the contract between the
Subscriber and the Lottery or (B) if a change described in 1 (A) occurs and
the Subscriber notifies the Lottery, in writing, that the new terms and
conditions are not acceptable and requests termination of the Subscription
Plan. Cancellation shall be effective upon deletion of the Subscription Plan
by the Lottery.
2.
When a Subscriber dies during the term of the Subscription Plan and
the authorized representative of the Subscriber's estate requests, in writing,
that the remaining Subscription Plan be canceled.
(e)
A Pick 4 Subscription Plan, available to Subscribers for a pre-determined
number of consecutive Drawings, depending upon the Subscription Plan purchased, shall
be considered a Pick 4 ticket throughout its duration. Plus FIREBALL may be added to
a Pick 4 Subscri
an additional cost.
(f)

The numbers played on a Pick 4 Subscription Plan may be modified upon
tered
in the system but the Subscription Plan start date has not yet been reached or if the first
Drawing under the Subscription Plan has not yet occurred. Once a Subscription Plan has
begun, the numbers played on a Pick 4 Subscription Plan may be modified for the balance
of the Subscription Plan due to a matrix change.
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4.5

Odds and Prizes.

A person who holds a Valid Ticket for a winning Pick 4 play is entitled to a prize as shown.
Pick 4
Type of Wager

Odds*

50¢

50¢

$1.00

$1.00

Play Prize

plus
FIREBAL
L

Play Prize

plus FIREBALL

Odds* for plus
FIREBALL**

Play Prize

Straight
Four-Way box
Six-Way Box
Twelve-Way
Box
Twenty-fourWay Box
Four-Way
Combo

1:10,000
1:2,500
1:1,667
1:833

$2,500
$600
$400
$200

Play
Prize
$750
$180
$120
$60

1:417

$100

$30

$200

$60

1:104

1:2,500

$750

$5,000
($4.00 Wager)

$1,500

1:625

Six-Way Combo

1:1,667

$2,500
($2.00
Wager)
$2,500
($3.00
Wager)
$2,500
($6.00
Wager)
$2,500
($12.00
Wager)
N/A

$750

$5,000
($6.00 Wager)

$1,500

1:417

$750

$5,000
($12.00 Wager)

$1,500

1:208

$750

$5,000
($24.00 Wager)

$1,500

1:104

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$930
$180 (Box
Only)
$870
$120 (Box
Only)
$810
$60 (Box Only)

N/A

N/A

$3,100
$600 (Box
Only)
$2,900
$400 (Box
Only)
$2,700
$200 (Box
Only)
$2,600
$100 (Box
Only)

1:2,500
1:625 (Box
Only)
1:2,500
1:417 (Box
Only)
1:2,500
1:208 (Box
Only)
1:2,500
1:104 (Box
Only)

Twelve-Way
Combo

1:833

Twenty-FourWay Combo

1:417

Four-Way
Straight/Box

1:10,000
1:2,500 (Box
Only)
1:10,000
1:1,667 (Box
Only)
1:10,000
1:833 (Box
Only)
1:10,000
1:417 (Box
Only)

Six-Way
Straight/Box
Twelve-Way
Straight/Box
Twenty-FourWay
Straight/Box

$5,000
$1,200
$800
$400

$1,500
$360
$240
$120

1:2,500
1:625
1:417
1:208

$780
$30 (Box Only)

*Rounded.
*plus FIREBALL gives the player an extra number drawn at random and improves the chances of winning a prize. In the event the
y
style, the player will be awarded the Pick 4 base prize and the plus FIREBALL prize for all plus FIREBALL Winning Combinations

Because Pick 4 prize payouts are fixed (not Pari-Mutuel), it may be necessary for the Lottery to
restrict wagers on certain number combinations for certain Drawings in order to ensure the
Lottery's ability to pay all prizes won. Such decisions will be made on a case-by-case basis,
based upon potential liability.
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SECTION 5
Lotto Game

5.1 Lotto
further directives for the conduct of Lotto that are consistent with this Section. Lotto
awards prizes to Ticket Bearers matching two (2), three (3), four (4), five (5) or six (6)
numbers from one (01) through fifty (50) with six (6) Lotto Winning Numbers randomly
selected using a digital draw system during the scheduled three separate Drawings: the
Jackpot, Lotto Million 1 and Lotto Million 2.
5.2 Extra Shot.
The Extra Shot option is an add-on to the Lotto game. Players who select the Extra Shot
option pay an extra $1.00 per panel played on their Lotto ticket for the opportunity to get
an extra number drawn at random and increase the chances of winning non-Top Prizes.
Extra Shot does NOT modify Top Prizes (i.e., Grand Prize, Lotto Million 1 or Lotto Million
2). The choice to play Extra Shot applies to all panels played on the ticket. Players cannot
apply the option to individual panels on a Play Slip.
5.3 Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used within this document, shall have the following
meaning unless otherwise indicated.
(a) Grand Prize
Drawing.

The prize awarded for matching 6 of 6 numbers in the Jackpot

(b) Lotto Annuity Option - The option to receive any Lotto Grand Prize won in 30
annual installments.
(c) Lotto Cash Option - The option to receive any Lotto Grand prize won in the form
of a single payment (calculated as set forth in Section 5.5 (b) of these On-Line Game
Rules).
(d) Lotto Panel That area of a Lotto Play Slip identified by an alpha character, A
through J, containing one field of 50 and containing one or two digit numbers. This is the
area where the player, or computer if the player is using the Quick Pick option, will select
six (6) one or two-digit numbers from the field of 50.
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(e) Lotto Winning Numbers - Six (6) one or two-digit numbers, from one (01)
through fifty (50), randomly selected at the Lotto Jackpot Drawing, which shall be used to
determine the winning plays contained on Lotto Internet Game Tickets and Retail OnLine Game Tickets.
(f) Lotto Million 1 Winning Numbers Six (6) one or two-digit numbers, from one
(01) through fifty (50), randomly selected at the Lotto Million 1 Drawing, which shall be
used to determine the winning plays contained on the Lotto Internet Game Tickets and
Retail On-Line Game Tickets.
(g) Lotto Million 2 Winning Numbers Six (6) one or two-digit numbers, from one
(01) through fifty (50), randomly selected at the Lotto Million 2 Drawing, which shall be
used to determine the winning plays contained on the Lotto Internet Game Tickets and
Retail On-Line Game Tickets.
(h) Lotto Play Slip - A machine-readable form having ten (10) panels, each
containing fifty (50) areas numbered one (l) through fifty (50), and having each panel
identified by an alpha character: A through J or internet virtual form, each used in
purchasing a Lotto ticket.
(i) Lotto Winnings Pool - That portion of Lotto gross sales set aside for the payment
of prizes. The Winnings Pool for any Lotto Drawing is expected to be 50% of sales, but
may be higher or lower based upon the relationship between the advertised Grand Prize
and actual sales for the Drawing in question and the number of fixed prizes awarded for
the Drawing in question.
(j) Top Prize The Grand Prize and prizes awarded when 6 of 6 numbers match
the numbers drawn in the Lotto Million 1 Drawing or the Lotto Million 2 Drawing.
5.4 Plays and Tickets.
(a) Lotto tickets may be purchased for $2.00, $4.00, $6.00, $8.00, $10.00, $12.00,
$14.00, $16.00, $18.00, or $20.00 per ticket, or multiples thereof if a multi-draw wager, at
the discretion of the purchaser, in accordance with the number of panels and inclusive
Drawings. The player receives one set of six numbers for each $2.00 played in Lotto. This
set of numbers is entered into three separate drawings: the Jackpot, Lotto Million 1 and
Lotto Million 2. The Extra Shot option may be selected for an additional $1.00 per panel
purchased, per Drawing
(b) Lotto tickets may, at the purchaser's discretion, be purchased for up to twentyfive (25) consecutive Drawings by orally conveying the number of Drawings to an OnLine Retailer, commencing with the next scheduled Drawing.
(c) Lotto tickets and any corresponding Extra Shot additions purchased through
Subscription Plans may not be cancelled by the purchaser once entered into th
gaming system, except that Subscription Plans for those tickets may be effectively
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cancelled upon deletion of the Subscription Plan by the Lottery and the balance of the
Subscription Plan cost refunded under the following circumstances:
1. (A) When the Lottery initiates a change to the game matrix,
Drawing schedule or any other element of the game, or another
event occurs that changes the terms and conditions of the contract
between the Subscriber and the Lottery; and (B) the Subscriber
notifies the Lottery, in writing, that such changes are not acceptable
and requests termination of the Subscription Plan.
2. When a Subscriber dies during the term of the Subscription Plan,
and the authorized representative of the Subscriber's estate
requests, in writing, that the remaining Subscription Plan be
cancelled.
(d) A Lotto Subscription Plan, available to Subscribers for a pre-determined
number of consecutive Drawings, depending upon the Subscription Plan
purchased, shall be considered as a Lotto ticket throughout its duration. The Extra
discretion, only at the time of purchase, for an additional cost.
(e) The numbers played on a Lotto Subscription Plan may be modified upon
entered in the system but the Subscription Plan start date has not yet been reached
or if the first Drawing under the Subscription Plan has not yet occurred. Once a
Subscription Plan has begun, the numbers played on a Lotto Subscription Plan
may be modified for the balance of the Subscription Plan due to a matrix change.
5.5 Odds and Prizes.
(a) A person who holds a Valid Winning Ticket for a winning Lotto play is entitled
to a prize as shown.
Match

Prize

Odds

6 of 6

Jackpot starts at $2,000,000*

1:15,890,700

6 of 6 Lotto Million 1

$1,000,000**

1:15,890,700

6 of 6 Lotto Million 2

$1,000,000**

1:15,890,700

5 of 6 + Extra Shot

Pari-mutuel
25 x Match 5 prize

1:1,504,801

Pari-Mutuel

1:60,192

5 of 6

2

4 of 6 + Extra Shot

Pari-mutuel
25 x Match 4 prize

1:27,996

4 of 6

Pari-mutuel

1:1,120

3 of 6 + Extra Shot

$125

1:1,500

3 of 6

$5

1:60

2 of 6 + Extra Shot

$25

1:195

2 of 6

$2

1:7.8

1 of 6 + Extra Shot

$10

1:61

0 of 6 + Extra Shot

$5

1:56.3

Odds of Base Lotto: 1:6.9

* Shared Jackpot minimum
$2,000,000 annuity
** Jackpot, Lotto Million 1 and
Lotto Million 2 are three
separate Drawings for three
separately shared prizes.

(b) The Prize advertised for the Grand Prize shall be the basis for determining the
amount to be awarded for each Lotto Panel matching all six (6) of the six (6) Lotto Winning
Numbers drawn in the Jackpot Drawing.
1. If the advertised Grand Prize divided by the number of Grand Prize
winning Lotto Panels results in a Grand Prize per Lotto Panel of less than
$2,000,000, the Grand Prizes will be paid in a lump sum (cash value divided by
the number of winning Lotto Panels).
2. If the advertised Grand Prize divided by the number of Grand Prizewinning Lotto Panels results in a Grand Prize per Lotto Panel of $2,000,000 or
more:
(1) Each Grand Prize winner will be afforded 60 days, beginning with
the day after the Drawing, in which to select the Lotto Cash Option
or the Lotto Annuity Option. The selection of Lotto Cash Option or
Lotto Annuity Option must be made in writing on a form provided by
the Lottery. If no selection is made by close of business on the 60th
day after the Drawing, or if the prize is not Claimed by close of
business on that day, the prize will be paid under the Lotto Annuity
Option. Once a selection is made by a winner or by the lapsing of the
60-day selection period, the payment option so selected is
irrevocable. No Grand Prize payment will be processed until the
Claimant submits the selection form, or the 60-day selection period
lapses, whichever shall first occur.
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Each Grand Prize winner who selects the Lotto Annuity Option or
who does not make a selection within the 60-day period will receive
the advertised Grand Prize divided by the number of Grand Prize
winning Lotto Panels (the "annuity value"), paid in 30 installments.
The initial payment shall be paid at a later time following completion
of internal validation procedures; the subsequent 29 payments will
be paid annually by monies generated by the purchase of U.S.
government securities.
Grand Prize winners who select the Lotto Cash Option will receive
-sum payment. The
amount of each prize will be calculated by a factor
3. If two (2) through twenty (20) Lotto Panels match six (6) of six (6) Lotto
Winning Numbers, the Grand Prize to be divided among the winning Lotto Panels
shall not be less than $2,000,000, and the prize awarded per Grand Prize winning
Lotto Panel shall not be less than $250,000.
4. If more than twenty (20) Lotto Panels match six (6) of six (6) Lotto Winning
Numbers, the prize awarded shall not be less than the amount derived by dividing
$5,000,000 by the number of Grand Prize-winning Lotto Panels.
(c) Prize money allocated for matching five (5) of the six (6) Lotto Winning Numbers
shall be equally divided by the number of Lotto Panels matching five (5) of the six (6)
Lotto Winning Numbers. With Extra Shot, the prize shall be multiplied by twenty-five (25).
These prizes shall be paid in one payment.
(d) Prize money allocated for matching four (4) of the six (6) Lotto Winning
Numbers shall be equally divided by the number of Lotto Panels matching four (4) of the
six (6) Lotto Winning Numbers. With Extra Shot, the prize shall be multiplied by twentyfive (25). These prizes shall be paid in one payment.
(e) A player matching three (3) of six (6) Lotto Winning Numbers in one Lotto Panel
is entitled to receive a fixed prize of $5.00. With Extra Shot, $125.00 ($5.00 x 25)
(f) A player matching two (2) of six (6) Lotto Winning Numbers in one Lotto Panel
is entitled to receive a fixed prize of $2.00. With Extra Shot, $25.00
(g) A player matching one (1) of six (6) Lotto Winning Numbers plus the Extra Shot
option in one Lotto Panel is entitled to receive a fixed prize of $10.00.
(h) A player matching zero (0) of six (6) Lotto Game Winning Numbers plus the
Extra Shot option in one Lotto Panel is entitled to receive a fixed prize of $5.00
(i) The fixed prize of $1,000,000 advertised for Lotto Million 1 shall be equally
divided by the number of Lotto Panels matching all six (6) of the six (6) Lotto Million 1
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Winning Numbers drawn in the Lotto Million 1 Drawing. These prizes shall be paid in one
lump sum payment. There is no minimum amount set for this prize tier.
(j) The fixed prize of $1,000,000 advertised for Lotto Million 2 shall be equally
divided by the number of Lotto Panels matching all six (6) of the six (6) Lotto Million 2
Winning Numbers drawn in the Lotto Million 2 Drawing. Drawing. These prizes shall be
paid in one lump sum payment. There is no minimum amount set for this prize tier.
(k) Except in the case where a player wins the Grand Prize, Lotto Million 1 and
Lotto Million 2 (or a combination of two of the three Top Prizes), the holder of a Valid
Winning Ticket may win in only one Prize Category per single Lotto Panel in connection
with the Lotto Winning Numbers and shall be entitled only to the highest prize.
(l) For purposes of prize calculation with respect to any Lotto Valid Winning Ticket,
the calculation shall be rounded down so that prizes shall be paid in multiples of fifty (50)
cents.
(m) The number of Prize Categories and the allocation of the Lotto Winnings Pool
among the Prize Categories may be changed at the discretion of the Director. Such
change shall be announced by public notice.
(n) In the event the Prize Pool in the Grand Prize category or in the fixed Prize
Category is insufficient to cover the advertised prize established by the Director, the
difference between the cost of the guaranteed prize payment and the amount available
in the particular Prize Pool will be paid from the sales proceeds for the Drawing for which
the shortfall occurred. If sales proceeds are not sufficient to pay the advertised prize, the
Department shall use funds from other authorized sources.
(o) Excess funds, if any, shall be transferred to the Common School Fund or
Capital Projects Fund, as required by Illinois law.
[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]

SECTION 6
Lucky Day Lotto Game
6.1.

Lucky Day Lotto.

may issue further directives for the conduct of Lucky Day Lotto that are consistent with
this Section. Lucky Day Lotto Game (formerly known as Little Lotto) awards prizes to
Ticket Bearers matching two (2), three (3), four (4) or five (5) numbers from one (01)
through forty-five (45) with the five (5) Lucky Day Lotto Winning Numbers randomly
selected using a digital draw system during the scheduled Drawing.
6.2

EZmatch.

The EZmatch option is an instant-win feature associated with Lucky Day Lotto that costs
$1.00 per play in addition to the cost of the Lucky Day Lotto ticket. A player selecting
EZmatch will receive five (5) EZmatch numbers printed below the Lucky Day Lotto
numbers on the ticket. If any of the EZmatch numbers matches any of the Lucky Day
Lotto numbers, the player shall instantly win the corresponding amount shown. The
choice to play EZmatch applies to all panels played on the ticket. Players cannot apply
the option to individual panels on a Play Slip.
6.3

Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used within this document, shall have the following
meaning unless otherwise indicated.
(a)
Lucky Day Lotto Panel - That area of a Lucky Day Lotto Play Slip identified
by an alpha character, A through E, containing one field of 45 and containing one or two
digit numbers. This is the area where the player, or computer if the player is using the
Quick Pick option, will select five (5) one or two-digit numbers from the field of 45.
(b)
Lucky Day Lotto Winning Numbers - Five (5) one or two-digit numbers, from
one (01) through forty-five (45), randomly selected at each Lucky Day Lotto Drawing,
which shall be used to determine the winning plays contained on Lucky Day Lotto Internet
Game Tickets and Retail On-Line Game Tickets.
(c)
Lucky Day Lotto Play Slip - A machine-readable used in purchasing a Lucky
Day Lotto ticket, having five (5) panels, each containing forty-five (45) areas numbered
one (1) through forty-five (45), and having each panel identified by an alpha character: A
through E or an internet virtual form for Subscription Plans, each used in purchasing
Lucky Day Lotto Tickets.
(d)
Lucky Day Lotto Winnings Pool - That portion of Lucky Day Lotto gross
sales set aside for the payment of prizes. The Winnings Pool for any Lucky Day Lotto
Drawing is expected to be 50% of sales, but may be higher or lower based upon the
relationship between the advertised First Prize and actual sales for the Drawing in

question and the number of second through fourth prizes awarded for the Drawing in
question.
6.4

Plays and Tickets.

(a)
Lucky Day Lotto tickets may be purchased for $1.00, $2.00, $3.00, $4.00,
$5.00, $6.00, $7.00, $8.00, $9.00 or $10.00 per ticket, or multiples thereof if a multi-draw
wager, at the discretion of the purchaser, in accordance with the number of panels and
inclusive Drawings. The player receives one set of numbers for each $1.00 played in
Lucky Day Lotto. The EZmatch option may be selected for an additional $1.00 per panel
purchased, per Drawing, thereby doubling the purchase price of the ticket.
(b)
for up to twenty-five (25) consecutive midday, evening, or both midday and evening
and which Drawing (midday, evening, or both midday and evening) to an On-Line
Retailer, commencing with the next scheduled Drawing.
(c)

Lucky Day Lotto tickets purchased through Subscription Plans may not be

Subscription Plans for those tickets may be deleted by the Lottery and the balance of the
Subscription Plan cost refunded under the following circumstances:
1.
(A) When the Lottery initiates a change to the game matrix,
Drawing schedule or any other element of the game, or another event
occurs which changes the terms and conditions of the contract between the
Subscriber and the Lottery or (B) if a change described in 1 (A) occurs and
the Subscriber notifies the Lottery, in writing, that the new terms and
conditions are not acceptable and requests termination of the Subscription
Plan. Cancellation shall be effective upon deletion of the Subscription Plan
by the Lottery.
2.
When a Subscriber dies during the term of the Subscription Plan and
the authorized representative of the Subscriber's estate requests, in writing,
that the remaining Subscription Plan be canceled.
(d)
A Lucky Day Lotto Subscription Plan, available to Subscribers for a predetermined number of consecutive Drawings, depending upon the Subscription Plan
purchased, shall be considered as a Lucky Day Lotto ticket throughout its duration. The
EZmatch option is not available to be added to a Lucky Day Lotto Subscription Plan.
(e)

The numbers played on a Lucky Day Lotto Subscription Plan may be
e Subscription Plan
has been entered in the system but the Subscription Plan start date has not yet been
reached or if the first Drawing under the Subscription Plan has not yet occurred. Once a
Subscription Plan has begun, the numbers played on a Lucky Day Lotto Subscription
Plan may be modified for the balance of the Subscription Plan due to a matrix change.

6.5

Odds, Prize Pool Allocations, and Prizes.

(a)
A person who holds a Valid Ticket for a winning Lucky Day Lotto play is
entitled to a prize as shown.
Match in Same Panel

Odds

Five (5)
1:1,221,759
Four (4)
1:6,109
Three (3)
1:156.64
Two (2)
1:12.37
*Less 2.5% reserve fund as provided below.

Prize Allocation
Category
First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize
Fourth Prize

% of Winnings Pool
by Category
58.13%*
6.55%
19.15%
16.17%

(b)
For each Lucky Day Lotto Drawing, the Lottery will determine the First Prize
amount to be advertised, based upon current and historical sales data. The advertised
First Prize amount shall be equally divided by the number of Lucky Day Lotto Panels
matching all five (5) of the five (5) Lucky Day Lotto Winning Numbers, subject to the
following:
1.
In no event will the amount allocated to the First Prize category be
less than $100,000.
2.
In no event will the prize paid per First Prize winning Lucky Day Lotto
Panel be less than $5,000.
3.
If in any Lucky Day Lotto Drawing there are no Lucky Day Lotto
Panels which qualify for the First Prize Category, the prize money allocated
to such Prize Category shall be reallocated and added to the amount
allocated for the First Prize Category in the next consecutive Lucky Day
Lotto and the resultant amount shall be divided as set forth in the first
paragraph of this subsection.
(c)
Lucky Day Lotto Panels matching four (4) of the five (5) Lucky Day Lotto
Winning Numbers shall be entitled to a Second Prize of $200.00.
(d)
Lucky Day Lotto Panels matching three (3) of the five (5) Lucky Day Lotto
Winning Numbers shall be entitled to a Third Prize of $15.00.
(e)
Lucky Day Lotto Panels matching two (2) of the five (5) Lucky Day Lotto
Winning Numbers shall be entitled to a Fourth Prize of $1.00.
(f)

EZmatch.

1.
EZmatch is an instant-win feature associated with Lucky Day
Lotto that costs $1.00 per play in addition to the cost of the Lucky Day Lotto
ticket. A player selecting EZmatch will receive five (5) EZmatch numbers
printed below the Lucky Day Lotto numbers on the ticket. If any of the

EZmatch numbers matches any of the Lucky Day Lotto numbers, the player
shall instantly win the corresponding amount shown.
2.
Players may play EZmatch by marking the applicable
EZmatch box on the Lucky Day Lotto Play Slip or by orally conveying the
request to the On-Line Retailer. Marking the EZmatch box will (1) add
EZmatch to every panel containing Lucky Day Lotto selections and (2) when
the EZmatch feature.
3.

Each panel played with EZmatch will be printed on a separate

ticket.
4.
The base prize structure and estimated odds of winning
EZmatch are as follows:
Prize

Winners in 260,000

Estimated Odds

(Per Pool)
$5,000

1

1:260,000.00

$1,000

5

1:52,000

$100

100

1:2,600

$50

200

1:1,300

$10

1,200

1:216.67

$5

3,200

1:81.25

$2

50,000

Overall

1:5.20
1:4.75

5.
The EZmatch structure will be replenished automatically when
the top tier prizes are exhausted. The prize structure and odds of winning
are subject to change. The current prize structure and odds are available
at www.illinoislottery.com, Lottery offices and retailer locations.
6.
EZmatch prizes can be Claimed up to 365 days from the first
draw date on the Lucky Day Lotto ticket.
(g)

Lucky Day Lotto prizes shall be paid in one payment.

(h)
The holder of a Valid Winning Ticket may win in only one Prize Category
per single Lucky Day Lotto Panel in connection with the Lucky Day Lotto Winning
Numbers and shall be entitled only to the highest prize.
(i)
For purposes of prize calculation with respect to any Lucky Day Lotto Valid
Winning Ticket, the calculation shall be rounded down so that prizes shall be paid in
multiples of fifty (50) cents.
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(j)
The number of Prize Categories and the allocation of the Lucky Day Lotto
Winnings Pool among the Prize Categories may be changed at the discretion of the
Director. Such change shall be announced by public notice.
(k)
For each Lucky Day Lotto Drawing, the Lottery will calculate 2.5% of the
First Prize pool and maintain a running total of these amounts as a First Prize reserve
pool. In the event the funds allocated to the Lucky Day Lotto First Prize category for any
Drawing are insufficient to cover the advertised First Prize established by these Rules, or
by the Director or his/her designee, the difference between the advertised First Prize
payment and the amount available for First Prize will be paid utilizing the 2.5% reserve. If
the reserve balance is insufficient to cover the shortfall, then the remaining amount shall
be paid from the sales proceeds for the Drawing for which the shortfall occurred. The
reserve pool set-aside shall cease when the fund balance reaches $150,000, and will
resume when the reserve pool balance falls below $100,000. In the event the reserve
fund balance is insufficient to cover the shortfall and sales proceeds are not sufficient to
pay the advertised prize, the Department shall use funds from other authorized sources.
l)
In the event the funds allocated to any Lucky Day Lotto Prize Category other
than First Prize are insufficient to cover any minimum or guaranteed prize established by
these On-Line Game Rules or by the Director or his/her designee, the difference between
the minimum or guaranteed prize payment and the amount available in the particular
Prize Category will be paid from the sales proceeds for the Drawing for which the shortfall
occurred.
(m)
Excess funds from a Lucky Day Lotto Drawing, if any, shall be transferred
to the Common School Fund or Capital Projects Fund, as required by Illinois law.
[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]
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SECTION 7
Mega Millions Game
7.1

Mega Millions.

issue further directives for the conduct of Mega Millions that are consistent with this
Section. Mega Millions entitles holders of Valid Winning Tickets matching specified
combinations of numbers randomly selected at regularly scheduled Drawings to prizes.
The numbers are chosen from two fields. Field 1 consists of the numbers one (01)
through seventy (70) and five Winning Numbers are drawn from this field. Field 2 consists
of the numbers one (1) through twenty five (25) and one Winning Number is drawn from
this field. Mega Millions is conducted in accordance with "Mega Millions Official Game
Rules" and Mega Millions Finance and Operations Procedures developed by the Mega
Millions group except where those Rules and Procedures defer to the laws, policies or
rules of the Party Lotteries. In the latter instance, this document or relevant administrative
rules shall apply.
7.2

Megaplier.

The Megaplier option is an add-on to the Mega Millions 5/70 + 1/25 game. Players who
select the Megaplier option pay an extra $1.00 per panel played on their Mega Millions
ticket for the opportunity to multiply the set Mega Millions prizes by a number (2, 3, 4, or
5) that is randomly selected at draw time. The choice to play Megaplier applies to all
games played on the ticket. Player cannot apply the option to individual panels on a
ticket. The Mega Millions Grand Prize is not a set prize and is therefore NOT modified by
a Megaplier purchase.
7.3

Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used within this document, shall have the following
meaning unless otherwise indicated.
(a)
Mega Millions Annuity Option - The right to receive any Mega Millions Grand
Prize won in 30 graduated annual installments in accordance with the Mega Millions
Official Games Rules and Mega Millions Finance and Operations Procedures.
(b)
Mega Millions Cash Option - The right to receive any Mega Millions Grand
Prize won in the form of a single payment.
(c)
Mega Millions Panel - That area of a Mega Millions Play Slip identified by
an alpha character, A through E, containing two separate fields one field of 70 and a
second field of 25 both containing one or two digit numbers each. This is the area where
the player, or computer if the player is using the Quick Pick option, will select five (5) one
or two-digit numbers from the first field, and will select one (1) one or two-digit number
from the second field.
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(d)
Mega Millions Winning Numbers Five (5) one or two-digit numbers, from
one (1) through seventy (70) and one or two-digit numbers from one (1) through twentyfive (25), randomly selected at each Mega Millions Drawing, which shall be used to
determine winning Mega Millions plays contained on Mega Millions Internet Game Tickets
and Retail On-Line Game Tickets.
(e)
Mega Millions Play Slip A machine-readable form printed and issued by
the Illinois Lottery having up to five (5) panels, each containing two separate fields - one
field of 70 and a second field of 25, each panel identified by an alpha character: A through
E or internet virtual form, each used in purchasing a Mega Millions Ticket.
(f)
Mega Millions Winnings Pool - That portion of Mega Millions gross sales set
aside for the payment of prizes. The Winnings Pool for any Mega Millions Drawing is
expected to be 50% of sales, but may be higher or lower based upon the number of
winners at each guaranteed prize level, as well as the funding required to be contributed
to the starting advertised annuitized Grand Prize of $40 million.
7.4

Plays and Tickets.

(a)
Mega Millions tickets may be purchased for $2.00, $4.00, $6.00, $8.00,
$10.00, $12.00, $14.00, $16.00, $18.00 or $20.00 per ticket, or multiples thereof if a multidraw wager is purchased. The player receives one set of numbers for each $2.00 played
in Mega Millions. In Illinois, the Megaplier option may be selected for an additional $1.00
per panel purchased, per Drawing.
(b)
Mega Millions tickets may, at the purchaser's discretion, be purchased for
up to fifteen (15) consecutive Drawings by marking the number of Drawings on the Play
Slip, or for up to twenty-five (25) consecutive Drawings by orally conveying the number
of Drawings to an On-Line Retailer, commencing with the next scheduled Drawing.
(c)
Mega Millions tickets and any corresponding Megaplier additions
purchased through Subscription Plans may not be canceled by the purchaser once
may be deleted by the Lottery and the balance of the Subscription Plan cost refunded
under the following circumstances:
1.
(A)
When the Lottery initiates a change to the game matrix,
Drawing schedule or any other element of the game, or another event
occurs which changes the terms and conditions of the contract between the
Subscriber and the Lottery or (B) if a change described in 1 (A) occurs and
the Subscriber notifies the Lottery, in writing, that the new terms and
conditions are not acceptable and requests termination of the Subscription
Plan. Cancellation shall be effective upon deletion of the Subscription Plan
by the Lottery.
2.
When a Subscriber dies during the term of the Subscription Plan and
the authorized representative of the Subscriber's estate requests, in writing,
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that the remaining Subscription Plan be canceled.
(d)
A Mega Millions Subscription Plan, available to Subscribers for a predetermined number of consecutive Drawings, depending upon the Subscription Plan
purchased, shall be considered a Mega Millions ticket throughout its duration. The
discretion, only at the time of purchase, for an additional cost.
(e)

The numbers played on a Mega Millions Subscription Plan may be modified

entered in the system but the Subscription Plan start date has not yet been reached or if
the first Drawing under the Subscription Plan has not yet occurred. Once a Subscription
Plan has begun, the numbers played on a Mega Millions Subscription Plan may be
modified for the balance of the Subscription Plan due to a matrix change.
7.5

Odds, Prize Pool Allocations, and Prizes.
(a)

Odds, Prize Pool allocations and Prize Payouts for Mega Millions shall be
he Party
Lotteries, provided, however, that the holder of a Mega Millions Grand Prize Valid Winning
Ticket purchased in Illinois will be afforded 60 days, beginning with the day after the
Drawing, in which to select the Cash Option or the Annuity Option (a
The selection of Cash Option or Annuity Option must be
made in writing on a form provided by the Department. If no selection is made by close
of business on the 60th day after the Drawing, or if the prize is not Claimed by close of
business on that day, the prize will be paid under the Annuity Option. Once a selection
is made by the winner or by the lapsing of the 60-day selection period, the payment option
so selected is irrevocable. No Grand Prize payment will be processed until the Claimant
submits an election form, or the 60-day selection period lapses, whichever shall first
occur. Grand Prize winners who select the Cash Option will receive the proceeds from
the sale of the U.S. Government securities purchased to fund the Annuitized Grand Prize.
[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]
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(b)
The anticipated Prize Payout matrix set forth in Section 7.1 of the Mega
Millions Official Game Rules is repeated in the table on the next page for the convenience
of our players, with prize values added.
Match
Field 1

Match
Field 2

Odds

Prize
Category

% of
Prize Fund

5

1

5

1:302,575,350

Grand

37.6509%

0

1:12,607,306

Second

3.966%

4

1

1:931,001

Third

0.5371%

$10,000.00

4

0

1:38,792

Fourth

0.6445%

$500.00

3

1

1:14,547

Fifth

0.6874%

$200.00

3

0

1:606

Sixth

0.8249%

$10.00

2

1

1:693

Seventh

0.7218%

$10.00

1

1

1:89

Eighth

2.2376%

$4.00

0

1

1:37

Ninth

2.7299%

$2.00

Totals

1:24

Prize Amount
Pari-Mutuel
$1,000,000.00

100%

Prize liability cap. Should the total prize liability, as defined in the Mega Millions Finance and Operations Procedures, exceed the Liability

Cap (as defined in the Mega Millions Finance and Operations Procedures), the second and third prizes shall be paid on a Pari-Mutuel
rather than fixed prize basis, provided, however, that in no event shall the Pari-Mutuel prize be greater than the fixed prize. The amount
to be used for the allocation of such Pari-Mutuel prizes and related calculations of Pari-Mutuel prize values shall be as defined in the Mega
Millions Finance and Operations Procedures.
[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]
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(c)
The odds of winning and Prize Payouts for the Megaplier option are as
follows. Megaplier odds and Prize Payouts are based upon the Mega Millions Official
Game Rules. The Megaplier option does not increase the Grand Prize. The Megaplier
option doubles the cost of a Mega Millions game ticket.
Match in Field 1

Match
in
Field 2

Prize Category and
Amount

Multiplier of
2
(Relative
Frequency is
2 of 15)

Multiplier of
3
(Relative
Frequency
is 6of 15)

Multiplier of
4
(Relative
Frequency is
3 of 15)

Multiplier of 5 (Relative
Frequency is 1of 15)

5

1

Grand/Jackpot

--

--

--

--

5

0

Second/$1,000,000

$2,000,000

$3,000,000

$4,000,000

$5,000,000

4

1

Third/$10,000

$20,000

$30,000

$40,000

$50,000

4

0

Fourth/$500

$1,000

$1,500

$2,000

$2,500

3

1

Fifth/$200

$400

$600

$800

$1000

3

0

Sixth/$10

$20

$30

$40

$50

2

1

Seventh/$10

$20

$30

$40

$50

1

1

Eighth/$4

$8

$12

$16

$20

0

1

Ninth/$2

$4

$6

$8

$10

Pari-Mutuel Treatment of Megaplier Prize Categories Two (2) and Three (3). The expected payout percentage for a Mega Millions
Megaplier Drawing is 50% of Mega Millions sales. However, because Mega Millions Megaplier pays out fixed prizes, the total prize liability
will be above or below 50% of sales based on the number of winning plays at each prize level. If the base prizes awarded for any Mega
Millions Drawing meet the Pari-Mutuel criteria of the Mega Millions liability cap, as outlined in the Mega Millions Finance and Operations
Procedures, then the Megaplier prizes shall be calculated upon the same Pari-Mutuel basis. Prize Categories Two (2) and Three (3) shall
be an amount equal to the Pari-Mutuel prize value multiplied by the Megaplier number selected for that Drawing.

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]

SECTION 8
Powerball Game

8.1

Powerball.

issue further directives for the conduct of Powerball that are consistent with this Section.
Powerball entitles holders of Valid Winning Tickets matching specified combinations of
numbers randomly selected at regularly scheduled Drawings to prizes. The numbers are
chosen from two fields. Field 1 consists of the numbers one (01) through sixty-nine (69)
and five Winning Numbers are drawn from this Field. Field 2 consists of the numbers one
(01) through twenty-six (26) and one Winning Number is drawn from this field. Powerball
is conducted in accordance with the Powerball Game Rules developed by the Multi-State
Lottery Association (MUSL) (Part II, Sections 26 34, of the Powerball Group Rules)
except for instances where those rules defer to the laws, policies or rules of the Selling
Lotteries. In the latter instance, this document or relevant administrative rules shall apply.
8.2

Power Play.

The Power Play option is an add-on to the current Powerball 5/69 + 1/26 game. Players
who select the Power Play option pay an extra $1.00 per panel played on their Powerball
ticket for the opportunity to win set Power Play prizes. The choice to play Power Play
applies to all games played on the ticket. A player cannot apply the option to only select
panels on a ticket. The Power Play option is offered pursuant to Part III, Sections A-H, of
the Powerball Group Rules. The Powerball Grand Prize is not a set prize and is therefore
NOT modified by a Power Play purchase.
8.3

Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used within this document, shall have the following
meaning unless otherwise indicated.
(a)
Advertised Grand Prize The estimated annuitized Grand Prize amount as
determined by the MUSL Central Office by use of the MUSL Annuity Factor and
communicated through the Selling Lotteries prior to the Grand Prize Drawing. The
Advertised Grand Prize is not a guaranteed Prize Amount and the actual Grand Prize
amount may vary from the advertised amount except in circumstances where there is a
guaranteed Grand Prize amount as described in Rule 30.5 of the MUSL Powerball Game
Rules.
(b)
MUSL Annuity Factor The annuity factor as determined by the MUSL
Central Office through a method approved by the MUSL Finance & Audit committee and
which is used as described in this Section.

(c)
Powerball Annuity Option - The right to receive any Powerball Grand Prize
won in 30 annual installments.
(d)
Powerball Cash Option - The right to receive any Powerball Grand Prize
won in the form of a single payment.
(e)
Powerball Panel - That area of a Powerball ticket which contains two sets
of numbered spaces to be marked by a player, the first set containing sixty-nine(69)
spaces, numbered one (1) through sixty-nine (69) and the second set containing twentysix (26) spaces, numbered one (1) through twenty-six (26).
(f)
Powerball Winning Numbers Six (6) numbers, the first five (5) from a field
of sixty-nine (69) numbers and the last one (1) from a field of twenty-six (26) numbers
randomly selected at each Drawing, which shall be used to determine winning plays
shown on Powerball Internet Game Tickets and Retail On-line Game Tickets.
(g)
Powerball Play Slip - A machine-readable form, printed and issued by the
Illinois Lottery having up to five (5) separate panels, each containing two separate fields
- one field of 69 and a second field of 26, each panel identified by an alpha character: A
through E or internet virtual form, each used in purchasing a Powerball ticket.
(h)
Powerball Winnings Pool - That portion of Powerball gross sales set aside
for the payment of prizes.
(i)
Selling Lottery
Powerball tickets.
8.4

A lottery authorized by the Powerball Group to sell

Plays and Tickets.

(a)
Powerball tickets may be purchased for $2.00, $4.00, $6.00, $8.00 or
$10.00, $12.00, $14.00, $16.00, $18.00 or $20.00 per ticket, or multiples thereof if a multidraw wager is purchased. The player receives one set of numbers for each $2.00 played
in Powerball. In Illinois, the Power Play option may be selected for an additional $1.00
per panel purchased, per Drawing, thereby adding $1.00 for each board where the Power
Play option has been selected, by the player, to the purchase price of the ticket.
(b)
Powerball tickets may, at the purchaser's discretion, be purchased for up to
twentyconveying the number of Drawings to an On-Line Retailer, commencing with the next
scheduled Drawing.
(c)
Powerball tickets and any corresponding Power Play additions purchased
through Subscription Plans may not be canceled by the purchaser once entered into the
ing system, except that Subscription Plans for those tickets may be deleted
by the Lottery and the balance of the Subscription Plan cost refunded under the following
circumstances:

1.
(A) When the Lottery initiates a change to the game matrix,
Drawing schedule or any other element of the game, or another event
occurs which changes the terms and conditions of the contract between the
Subscriber and the Lottery or (B) if a change described in 1 (A) occurs and
the Subscriber notifies the Lottery, in writing, that the new terms and
conditions are not acceptable and requests termination of the Subscription
Plan. Cancellation shall be effective upon deletion of the Subscription Plan
by the Lottery.
2.
When a Subscriber dies during the term of the Subscription Plan and
the authorized representative of the Subscriber's estate requests, in writing,
that the remaining Subscription Plan be canceled.
(d)
A Powerball Subscription Plan, available to Subscribers for a predetermined number of consecutive Drawings, as determined by the Subscriber,
depending upon the Subscription Plan purchased, shall be considered a Powerball ticket
throughout its duration. The Power Play option may be added to a Powerball Subscription
e of purchase, for an additional cost.
(e)

The numbers played on a Powerball Subscription Plan may be modified

entered in the system but the Subscription Plan start date has not yet been reached or if
the first Drawing under the Subscription Plan has not yet occurred. Once a Subscription
Plan has begun, the numbers played on a Powerball Subscription Plan may be modified
for the balance of the Subscription Plan due to a matrix change.
8.5

Odds, Prize Pool Allocations, and Prizes.

(a)
Odds, Prize Pool allocations and Prize Payouts for Powerball shall be as
set forth in Sections 28, 29 and 30 of the Powerball Group Rules, with the exception that
a player purchasing a Powerball ticket in Illinois cannot make a decision regarding a cash
or annuity grand prize payment at the time of purchase. The holder of a Powerball Grand
prize Valid Winning Ticket purchased in Illinois will be afforded 60 days, beginning with
the day after the Drawing, in which to select the cash option or the annuity option (as
option must be made in writing on a form provided by the Department. If no selection is
made by close of business on the 60th day after the Drawing, or if the prize is not Claimed
by close of business on that day, the prize will be paid under the annuity option. Once a
selection is made by the winner or by the lapsing of the 60-day selection period, the
payment option so selected is irrevocable. No Grand Prize payment will be processed
until the Claimant submits an election form, or the 60-day selection period lapses,
whichever shall first occur. Annuity payments in the Powerball game are paid annually in
30 installments, beginning with an initial payment in a time period after the prize is
Claimed, followed by 29 annual payments.
(b)
The anticipated prize payout data set forth in Sections 28 and 29 of the
Powerball Group Rules is repeated bin the table below for the convenience of our players.

Match in
Field 1

Match in
Field 2

Odds

Prize

Prize Pool
Percentage
Allocated to Prize

5

1

1:292,201,338

Grand Prize

68.0131%

5

0

1:11,688,054

$1,000,000

8.5558%

4

1

1:913,129

$50,000

5.4757%

4

0

1:36,525

$100

3

1

1:14,494

$100

0.6899%

3

0

1:580

$7

1.2074%

2

1

1:701

$7

0.9981%

1

1

1:92

$4

4.3489%

0

1

1:38

$4

10.4373%

0.2738%

9 for that Drawing will be paid on a Pari-Mutuel basis as set forth in those procedures, provided that no prize level
shall pay more than its normal fixed amount.

(c)
The probability of winning and prize payouts for the Power Play option set
forth in Part III of the Powerball Group Rules is repeated below for the convenience of our
players. If purchased, the Power Play option does not increase the Grand Prize. The
Power Play amount for the Match 5+0 prize will be two million dollars ($2,000,000) or as
provided for in Rule (E)(4) of Part III of the Powerball Group Rules.
Expected Prize Payout
Match in
Field 1
5

Match in
Field 2
0

Prize
Amount
$1,000,000
Prize
Amount

4
4
3
3
2
1
0

1
0
1
0
1
1
1

$50,000
$100
$100
$7.00
$7.00
$4.00
$4.00

Regardless of Power Play number selected:
$2,000,000 $2,000,000 $2,000,000 $2,000,000 $2,000,000
10X
When
available
$500,000
$1,000
$1,000
$70.00
$70.00
$40.00
$40.00

5X

4X

3X

2X

$250,000
$500
$500
$35.00
$35.00
$20.00
$20.00

$200,000
$400
$400
$28.00
$28.00
$16.00
$16.00

$150,000
$300
$300
$21.00
$21.00
$12.00
$12.00

$100,000
$200
$200
$14.00
$14.00
$8.00
$8.00

Probability of Power Play Numbers Being Drawn. The following table sets forth the
probability of the various Power Play numbers being drawn during a single Powerball
Power Play Drawing. The Powerball Group may elect to run limited promotions that may
modify the multiplier features. The Powerball Group may announce prior to a Drawing
a
minimum be available for all Drawings in which the initially advertised annuitized Grand
Prize amount is one hundred fifty million dollars ($150,000,000) or less. Power Play does
not apply to the Grand Prize.
When the 10X multiplier is available:
Power Play
10X Prize Won Times 10
5X Prize Won Times 5
4X Prize Won Times 4
3X Prize Won Times 3
2X-Prize Won Times 2

Probability of Prize Increase
1 in 43
2 in 43
3 in 43
13 in 43
24 in 43

Chance of Occurrence
2.3255%
4.6512%
6.9767%
30.2326%
55.8140%

When the 10X multiplier is not available:
Power Play
10X Prize Won Times 10
5X Prize Won Times 5
4X Prize Won Times 4
3X Prize Won Times 3
2X Prize Won Times 2

Probability of Prize Increase
0 in 42
2 in 42
3 in 42
13in 42
24 in 42

Chance of Occurrence
0.00%
4.7619%
7.1429%
30.9523%
57.1429%

In certain rare instances where the prize Claims exceed the available prize fund, the
Powerball and Power Play set Prize Amounts may be less than the amount shown and
may be paid on a Pari-Mutuel basis, as set forth in Part III of the Powerball Group Rules.
In such case, the Power Play prizes will be as announced by the Powerball Group
following the Drawing.
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